Achieving health equity requires that every person has the opportunity to attain their full health potential and no one is disadvantaged from achieving this potential because of social position or other socially determined circumstances. Inequity experienced by populations of lower socioeconomic status is reflected in differences in health status and mortality rates, as well as in the distribution of disease, disability and illness across these population groups. This article gives an overview of the health inequities literature associated with heart, lung, blood and sleep (HLBS) disorders. We present an ecological framework that provides a theoretical foundation to study late-stage T4 translation research that studies implementation strategies for proven effective interventions to address health inequities. Ethn Dis. 2016;26(3):387-394; doi:10.18865/ed.26.3.387
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The Concept of Health Inequity

Equity stems from distributive justice of goods or services that are allocated fairly within society. Health equity reflects a lack of disparities in health across groups at different levels of social-economic status defined by social position, gender, race/ethnicity, and geography. Racial and ethnic disparities in health care tend to occur in the context of social and economic inequality often created by bias, stereotypes, prejudice and structural discrimination of health care systems and health care providers. Healthy People 2020 defines health equity as “attainment of the highest level of health for all people” and the elimination of health disparities.

Health inequity refers to the proportion of observed disparities in health that result from circumstances over which the individual has no control due to social, economic, environmental, infrastructure and policy conditions. For example, people of lower socioeconomic status (SES) can experience health inequities due to inadequate access to health care or cultural and language barriers in seeking care. Such factors contribute to differences in cholesterol screening rates between Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics. Similarly, Blacks, women and those living in the southern United States (eg, Oklahoma, Texas, southern Alabama, and Louisiana) experience higher rates of preventable hospitalization than those who live elsewhere, primarily driven by inadequate access to quality and timely outpatient care. Thus, health inequity stems not only from contextual, historical and contemporary differences in the attitudes among different ethnic/racial groups, but from the social (eg, societal norms or laws), physical (eg, neighborhood), institutional and geographic environments in which people reside, work, and play. Unequal distribution of power, prestige and resources among groups in society worsen the outcomes of many treatable diseases in low SES populations. This pattern can give rise to persistent health inequities that can be exacerbated further by upstream factors such as cultural barriers and segregation. The combined effects of such influences result in considerable disparities in morbidity and mortality among various population subgroups.

The purpose of this article is to
first characterize several examples of persistent inequities among heart, lung, blood and sleep (HLBS) diseases and disorders that could be addressed using T4 translation research (T4TR), ie, late stage translation research designed to find implementation strategies that, when scaled up, can have population impact. Subsequently, an ecological framework is presented to identify key themes for T4 health inequities research. Finally, the article concludes by discussing the importance of the ecological framework in operationalizing T4TR to address health inequities in HLBS diseases and disorders.

AN ECOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR T4TR FOR HEALTH INEQUITIES

Building on the work of others, the current description of the translational research spectrum includes five phases of translation research including: T0 representing fundamental discoveries; T1 noting initial translation of fundamental discovery to humans; T2 noting translation to patients, usually involving well-controlled efficacy trials; T3 notes translation to clinical practices focused on external validity; and T4 translation as the final step, which focuses on translation of findings to real-world settings. Each translation step bridges a different knowledge gap: T0, basic, foundational, or theoretical knowledge; T1, proof of concept knowledge; T2, efficacy knowledge; T3, effectiveness knowledge; and T4, context-specific applied knowledge. Late stage T4TR tackles these complex real-world settings with innovative study designs and analytic methods primarily focused on implementation research outcomes (eg, acceptability, adoption, appropriateness, sustainability, costs, etc.) and differs from early translation stages such as T3 research where the primary focus is on clinical outcome (eg, hypertension control, acute myocardial infarction, stroke, mortality, etc.). Too often proven effective interventions are delivered far less frequently than needed to have important population impact. In the past, Americans have received only 50% of the recommended preventive, acute and long-term health care interventions. The challenges of delivering recommended care reside at many different levels including the patient, the provider, the health system, the community and its context, and with policies at the local, regional and national levels– both within and outside the health sector. Dissemination and implementation strategies require the application of a framework that is multifaceted and includes all of these levels. Social ecological frameworks provide visual depictions of dynamic relationships and interactions between individuals, groups and the environment and can be useful to understand strategic areas where T4TR can target health inequities.

The Ecological Framework

The modified version of the Golden et al framework illustrates social determinants of health as drivers of inequities across diverse populations. Our proposed framework identifies key determinants of health inequities that are critical components of T4TR needed to address inequities in HLBS disorders. The framework allows exploration of the relationship between health outcomes and complex social-institutional forces. This approach considers individuals’ environmental contexts and the interactions between them.

Figure 1 describes pathways through which risks and health outcomes may be shaped by social determinants (eg, education, race and ethnicity, gender, income). The framework suggests the multifaceted, multi-level elements of an integrated approach are needed to tackle health inequities at the individual, socio-cultural, physical environment, and policy levels. The key social determinants giving rise to health inequities across spe-
Specific population groups are points where T4TR can be targeted. Undoubtedly the biological factors and pathways interact with the other domains, but because they are directly associated with diseases they may not be the best primary target for T4 interventions seeking to eliminate health inequities.

**Individual Risks and Behavioral Factors**

In Figure 1, Individual Risks and Behavioral Factors include personal characteristics such as age, education, income, lifestyle, race/ethnicity and gender. Since racial identity has no useful counterpart in genetic or biological underpinnings but, rather, serves primarily as a social construct, it is subsumed under the social context element in the model.

Racial/ethnic minority populations and low SES communities experience worse health outcomes than majority populations and those who are affluent. For example, coronary heart disease is the lead-

---

**Figure 1. Ecological framework for heart, lung, blood, and sleep disorders**

Strategic T4 domains include individual, context, and policy level influences:

- **Individual:** age, socioeconomic status, education, acculturation, language barriers
- **Social, Health Care, and Physical Context:** neighborhood stability, food availability, parks, collective efficacy, social networks, health literacy, patient-provider relationships
- **Policy:** poverty, prejudice, culture, discrimination
- **Biological:** allostatic load, genetics, genetic ancestry

HLBS outcomes result from both T4 domains and biological pathways.
ing cause of cardiovascular disease (CVD) death in the United States \(^2^1\) for both men and women. However, compared with Whites, Blacks, and in particular Black women, have a higher age-adjusted relative risk of dying from heart disease.\(^2^2\) Significant geographical disparities also exist. For example, in the southern United States, a higher rate of negative outcomes of cardiovascular diseases are found than in other regions in the United States.\(^2^3\) Lifestyle factors, including low physical activity, poor diet, together with smoking, uncontrolled hypertension and obesity account for 80% of ischemic heart disease mortality and 50% of stroke mortality in the US.\(^2^4\) It is forecasted that CVD race disparities will remain, especially between non-Hispanic Blacks and Whites.\(^2^5\) The current trends for cardiovascular disease and other heart-related risk factors (diet, tobacco use) are on the rise with widening disparities on the basis of geography and individual level factors (eg, economic, race).\(^2^6, 2^7\) A recent study suggests environmental and region-based risk factors for mortality causes, including increasing the life expectancy for Black and Whites in cardiovascular disease.\(^2^7\) Population-level policies targeting major CVD risk factors with significant disparities may be more effective in reducing inequalities than individual-level actions. Given the alarming evidence for the higher prevalence of certain conditions among specific racial groups, and the current guidelines recommending treatment (eg, aspirin intake to reduce strokes), research on how to increase the uptake of proven effective interventions are needed for specific population groups. 

### Social, Physical and Health Care Context

The **Social, Physical and Health Care Context** represents additional settings and societal factors, such as schools, workplaces, clinics, neighborhoods, and geography (eg urban vs rural) that contribute to inequities and lead to differences in health outcomes. Differences in exposure to environmental factors including air, water and soil pollution from industry or proximity to transportation routes or quality of housing contribute to health inequities among population subgroups. A recent study suggests that asthma is influenced by poverty and poor housing, and exposure to mold, fungi, dust mites, mice, etc. found in lower standard living environments.\(^2^8\) Even, when genetic underpinnings of asthma are controlled in regression modelling studies, the prevalence of asthma and its association with SES remains significant. For example, the National Health Interview Survey found asthma prevalence in 2013 was higher for Blacks (9.9%) than Whites (7.4%).\(^2^9\) Because industrial facilities are located in proximity to the necessary workforce along with transportation/commercial routes,\(^3^0\) individuals in lower SES communities are exposed to a large extent to higher levels of environmental hazards than those living in higher SES communities.\(^1^9, 3^1\) In particular, long-term exposures to environmental pollutants have been linked with higher prevalence of CVD risk factors, inflammatory and coagulation factors.\(^3^2\)

Living in low SES neighborhoods results in greater environmental exposures to tobacco, allergens, and pollutants that may influence sleep (eg, duration and quality) leading to greater prevalence of extreme sleep deprivation found among Blacks and Hispanics. Data suggest that compared with Whites, Blacks may experience earlier onset and severe patterns of obstructive sleep apnea that contributes to the well-documented risk for cardiovascular disease.\(^3^3\) A systematic review of 17 studies found associations between discrimination and sleep quality highlighting its contribution to health inequities across the life course.\(^3^4\)

Social and cultural norms or factors that cultivate economic or social inequities among immigrants are also important. Cumulative stressors (marginalization, discrimination, racism) found in a new culture have been described to increase cardiovascular risk for Ethiopians,\(^3^5\) Asians\(^6^6\) and perhaps other immigrant groups who might be new to the cultural practices and lifestyles in the United States. Time elapsed since migrating has been associated with the development of atherosclerosis for immigrants of European, Chinese and South Asian origin.\(^3^7\) Greater carotid atherosclerotic burden is evident among those with greatest time since immigration (>30 years) compared with non-immigrants. This health burden occurs without regard to age or ethnic background, suggesting that increased length of time in a new country setting (immigration) may pose a unique risk for CVD.\(^3^7\)
Health inequities in communities can persist and be transmitted across generations, suggesting that contextual characteristics and modifiable risk factors may have played important roles. In short, context plays a pivotal role in testing evidence-based interventions in order to move findings toward practice.

Finally, many conditions in life, such as lack of transportation and whether a provider accepts a patient's health care coverage, or that they even have health care coverage can limit access to health care. In terms of health care, among groups with incomes ≤200% of the federal poverty level or less, roughly 25% have no health care insurance compared to roughly 10% among the populations with great means. These life conditions can be assessed in three phases: detection; understanding; and potential solutions to inform strategies that promote translation of evidenced-based intervention and policy changes for vulnerable populations.

Policy

Policy in Figure 1 refers not only to legislation but includes any regulatory or policy-making actions at any societal level that have the potential to affect inequities. These may be formal statutory actions taken by local, state or federal government as well as policies or rules with schools, workplaces or health care settings. In the United States, health policy significantly affects sickle cell disease (SCD) treatment and social norms of inclusion also stigmatize the non-African American population with the same genetic disorder. T4TR can be used to address adoption and scale-up of evidence-based interventions mitigating this health inequity that exists for SCD and thereby addressing social stigmatization.

Biological Pathways

Biological pathways are not the best primary targets for T4TR that focuses on health inequities. Rather, biological pathways result from an evolutionary process that can sometimes explain genetic predisposition and/or gene-environment interactions. Biological factors can be especially important when the distribution of genetic polymorphisms predominantly affects one population or subpopulation, as is the case for SCD, which occurs primarily in African Americans.

Utility of T4 and the Ecological Framework

Utilization of a theory-based framework is an important strategy for program success. This framework provides a roadmap for strategic T4TR efforts to develop and evaluate appropriate interventions serving vulnerable populations, implementing and translating evidence-based interventions into health care systems, and finally promoting policy changes to reduce health inequities. The ecological framework is context-based, which allows delving into many factors pertinent to underserved populations, eg, the provision of quality health care. Just having health technologies available and an increased number of doctors does not always ensure better access. Financial barriers and social or policy level determinants, such as co-payments and accessible transportation services, may also have significant impact on health equities. T4TR can potentially provide understanding of optimal and sustainable strategies using evidence-based approaches for delivering quality health care that considers complex systems and key contextual factors.

Conclusion

Contextual factors such as community characteristics (eg, rural vs urban, quality of air and water, and density of housing), social networks, and societal and policy-level influences all play important roles in health inequities especially for vulnerable population groups (eg, low SES, immigrants, physical and mentally disabled individuals). Differences in disease outcomes among various population groups have been associated with attributes of
their local environment, which can affect health patterns across the life span. However, we recognize that optimal implementation of the conceptual framework requires multi-level interventions that address several targets, including health care systems and policy. Only rarely have such interventions been described in the biomedical literature. A notable exception is the REACH 2010 Charleston and Georgetown Diabetes Coalition project that implemented coordinated individual, community health systems and advocacy interventions to reduce health disparities in diabetes in rural as well as urban communities, with good results. The outcome should not be surprising. In their analysis of the balance between new discoveries and implementation of existing treatments, Woolf and Johnson argue that implementing existing advances in medicine for the disadvantaged and minority populations that contribute to health disparities, although challenging, would result in great strides toward reducing inequities. The challenge for late-stage T4TR is to investigate systematically how to accomplish this goal.

This ecological framework offers a potential pathway to understand macro- and micro-level changes needed to improve health for all. T4TR for populations affected by inequities needs to consider the social ecological context and its effect on the delivery and adoption of evidence-based approaches. Responding to the inter-connected social, environmental and economic conditions that influence our ability to address health inequities requires a broad agenda including policy, systems, organizational change interventions, community engagement strategies, and leveraging partnerships and collaborations.
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